AT Hiking Trip
The AT Hiking Trip was on April 9-11 2021. The AT hike was composed of two groups of scouts. They stayed at the Priest AT shelter and Woodworth AT shelter. The scouts climbed Spy Rock. In the morning the scouts had a scouts own service on the summit of The Priest mountain. They backpacked a total of 16-18 miles.

False Cape Hiking Trip
The False Cape Hiking Trip was in Back Bay Virginia Beach, it was on April 9-11, 2021. There were 12 scouts and 4 leaders, this was the llamas first hiking trip. They hiked 12 miles. During the trip there was good weather, sunny 60s, a slight breeze, and rain overnight. There was wildlife including birds, turtles, giant rat snake, and cottonmouth snake. Scouts liked climbing trees and cooking with portable stoves for the first time. They didn't like hiking with heavy gear and drinking well water. A highlight was that when the hike was finished, people in the parking lot cheered for the scouts.